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Sarah, who was seriously injured, also wanted to know.

The secret ancestors also want to know.

They don’t know why Levi is here now?

Destroy the Heavenly Sword?

Save people?

Or show off force?

Confusing!

Now that several ancestors are in the dark, and there are others, Levi naturally
cannot tellAubrey’s true identity.

Aubrey stood in front of Levi with a strong premonition.

She seems to know this person!

“You will know in the future! Go back! Save people!”

Levi then left.

Aubrey was afraid that it would be dangerous to stay here, and immediately took
Sarah away.



Now there are several people from the ancestors following, and Levi is very
relieved of them.

On the ice field, Ye Wudao, the marshals of Tiance and his like reacted one by
one.

Just as everyone was about to leave, a voice suddenly came from the horizon:
“Trash! A bunch of trash! What was unearthed in Velador is still taken by a
foreign barbarian? Is Velador no one?”

“boom!!!”

Hearing that, the four blood ancestors and the powerhouses of other countries
trembled.

This is obviously warning them not to step into the summer!

The most shocked were Tiance Marshal Ye Wudao and the others!

These words stimulated them the most!

Especially the marshal of Tiance and the four great generals…

This is blaming them for protecting Velador from disadvantages!

The Heavenly Sword belongs to Velador!

It doesn’t matter if it falls into the hands of anyone in Velador!

But you must not let anyone outside of Velador grab it!

This is the principle!

This is the majesty of the great summer!

But the Marshal Tiance didn’t do it, and let the foreign powers enter in droves!



They are all terrified!

It seems that this is Velador’s hidden super power, who can’t stand it anymore,
and specifically jumped out to show a wave of force.

Declare to the world that Velador cannot be messed with!

Not to be insulted!

With the help of Heavenly Sword, a wave of super force is perfectly
demonstrated!

Everyone understands!

This super strong is not trying to destroy the Heavenly Sword or save people!

He is showing the world-Da Family is the Eastern Dragon!

Although you are asleep, you can’t move!

I have to say that this time played a huge role.

The four blood ancestors were so frightened that they hurriedly left Velador.

I’m afraid that the super strong will keep them in Velador…

Soon news spread all over the world!

On the day the Heavenly Sword was born, Velador suddenly came up with a
super strong, who drank away ten thousand people and knocked off the
Heavenly Sword with two fingers…

The news spread, and the pan was fried everywhere.

Heavenly Sword has been hyped up to the strength of the world’s number one
artifact!



It is so invincible that you can’t imagine…

But who would have thought that he was knocked off by two fingers!

How strong is this person?

Velador becomes taboo again!

Taboos of this era!

The powerful in the new era are like clouds, everywhere…

But Velador has a “god”!

Even if all the big forces have to be jealous.

Maya Industry, the Emperor’s Organization, etc. originally set up plans one after
another against Velador.

But after this strong man came out, all plans were shattered.

Who would dare to go to Velador?

Are you looking for death?

After the marshal Tiance returned, he immediately asked the old guys from the
Tiance Mansion and the Baolong clan.

Who the hell is this person?

Does it have anything to do with them?

The answers that can be given are all consistent-Tiance Mansion and Baolong
clan did not have any retreat powerhouses.

“Will that be the father?”



The marshal Tiance immediately thought of his father, the marshal Tiance.

“No! If it is a handsome man! Maybe he has this kind of combat power! But he
will never break the heavenly sword! The handsome man has a relationship with
the heavenly sword! He can’t destroy the heavenly sword!”

The four great gods will immediately say.

“Who would it be?”

“I’ll go to Tianji Pavilion for advice! Some seniors in Tianji Pavilion may know!”

Immediately, the marshal Tiance brought the four great generals and others to
the Tianji Pavilion.

“Seniors, I have never asked you questions!”

“Do you want to know who he is?”
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As soon as Young Master Tiance said half of his words, he was interrupted by the
boss of Tianji Pavilion.

They knew what Tiance Marshal wanted to ask.

“One thing! We know almost all the secrets before! We know everything,
including whether Levi died a few years ago! Let’s tell the truth, there is nothing in
the world that Tianji Pavilion doesn’t know!”

“But this time, we really don’t know who this person is? To put it bluntly, this
person appears out of thin air! Doesn’t belong to this world! We can’t detect any
of his auras!”

“hiss!”



After listening to the words of the boss of Tianji Pavilion, everyone gasped.

What’s the matter?

Not even Tianji Pavilion?

What kind of existence is it?

And this force is rare in the world!

Young Master Tiance knows best…

“Fortunately! This person belongs to Velador! If it weren’t for Velador, I’m afraid it
would be a disaster! If he makes a move, who can stop it?”

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

…

The Dark God also knew about this.

“The Heavenly Sword was knocked off??”

The dark god is going crazy too.

At this moment, the Dark God felt that the knife in his hand was like scrap iron.

What’s the use?

When encountering a strong person of this level, hasn’t it been knocked off by
two fingers?

Unimaginable horror!

The ground knife is his biggest hole card!



But now it feels like a discarded card!

The Dark God wants to take the Heavenly Sword back!

The sword and the sword fuse into an ancient artifact!

But now it seems that even the fusion of Heavenly Sword and Earth Sword is
useless!

In front of that super strong man, it didn’t play a role.

In your eyes, the world is invincible, and the invincible artifact is not as good as a
fire stick in the hands of others…

This level is beyond the world.

The realm is at another latitude.

who is it?

Who the hell is it?

Dark God can’t even think of who it is…

Can only be shocked by the extreme combat power.

“Sarah is so lucky? Just happened to be born into a super strong Velador?”

“Where is Sarah? Find out now!”

The dark god said immediately.

If the plum is dyed to death, nothing will happen.

But Sarah was in trouble while he was alive.



She still knows many secrets of the Bible Organization…

If you keep it for a long time, it is a big hidden danger.

“I found it, currently Sarah was taken back to Case York to recuperate by her
daughter!”

The evil god immediately said.

“Okay! Go to Case York now! Either bring Sarah back or kill it!”

The Dark God is determined not to let Sarah stay in Velador.

Underworld God set off with eighteen dark angels.

This trick is also very good.

When the strong Gentiles wanted to escape from Velador one by one, they
sneaked into Velador secretly.

…

Great Family Case York.

Junjun brought Sarah back.

Almost the whole family gathered around.

They are mixed.

It is Aubrey who is happy, and he is already able to be alone.

He is still the little ancestor dominated by everyone in Tiance Mansion.

But Sarah is the enemy of Velador, the devil that everyone wants to kill.



But at this stage Sarah andAubrey should be cured first.

What is interesting is that Mike and these people were all released by Tiance
Mansion and Kunlun Industry.

After the experimental value on them is gone, these people are naturally useless,
and it is better to put them back.

However, although they are pure energy bodies, they can only be regarded as
moderately strong in this era.

Not top-notch!

Many organizations have already worked out how to target pure energy bodies.
They dare not jump right now and are only active in Case York.

Now that they see the plum dyed back, they are a little scared.

If they were targeted, they would die without a place to bury them.

They have to spare their lives more than before.

“We suggest that Sarah leave Case York as soon as possible! Junjun can stay!”

“If Sarah is here! It will bring us a disaster!”

…

Everyone wants to drive out Sarah.

“who said it?”

There was a sound.
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Along with the voice, two figures appeared.

Levi and Huoyun Cthulhu.

This time they are in their true colors.

There is no more disguise.

In front, Levi shaped a military ceiling.

In fact, there are many benefits.

People all over the world only know that this person is strong, but they don’t
know who it is?

There is no information at all.

This way the more guessing, the more mysterious, the more terrifying!

After all, it is equivalent to unknown territory!

Everyone is scared and curious about the unknown…

Without absolute certainty, I dare not explore at all.

Velador, where there are super powers now, is a taboo, an unknown territory.

No one dared to touch Velador.

But now Levi wants to see his daughter’s wife in his true colors.



Huoyun Cthulhu wanted to stop but didn’t stop it.

He was also worried that he would let the Dark God know that they were out.

Levi said it didn’t matter, he would kill the dark god sooner or later.

It doesn’t matter to let him know…

…

“Ye… Levi???”

Everyone was dumbfounded when he saw Levi.

“I…Isn’t this dreaming?”

Forgotten!

Levi disappeared for more than three years, and no one has forgotten him.

Just in everyone’s concept, this person no longer exists.

This is a state more terrifying than death.

After you die, at least everyone knows where you belong, and they often talk
about it.

But it disappeared, no one mentioned it.

Now that Levi appeared at once, everyone was dumbfounded.

It all feels unreal.

It’s like dreaming.

Levi is still alive?



He actually came back?

“what’s the situation???”

Everyone has an unbelievable look.

“dad!!!”

Aubrey lost control and threw himself into Levi’s arms.

“boom!!!”

When Levi’s face appeared in Sarah’s eyes, she was shocked.

The body trembled violently!

It seems that her worldview, outlook on life, etc. have all collapsed at this
moment.

In the past three years, she has always been thinking about how to avenge Levi.

She was dazzled by hatred, and she was honed by the Dark God into the most
perfect killing machine.

But when she saw Levi, all her beliefs collapsed.

Levi was not dead at all!

“Mom, I told you earlier that Dad is not dead, he just disappeared!”

“Now he is back!”

Aubrey said excitedly.

Sarah got up with difficulty, her frozen heart loosened a little, and her face
became much more normal.



“Where have you been in such a long world of King’s Landing?”

Ollie asked excitedly.

Levi sighed and said, “I was trapped by someone’s design. I was trapped for
three years!”

Now everyone knew where Levi had disappeared.

It turned out to be trapped.

Then everyone is even more sure that Levi’s strength still stayed three years ago,
in this era, he can only be regarded as a medium power!

In this era, it is simply not top-notch.

“Ye Jun has been here for three years, do you know how much this world has
changed?”

Mike said with a smile.

Levi glanced at them: “The changes are indeed quite big, you all have been
released!”

“Do you know Levi? You are not a strong man at all in this era! How can you
keep Sarah? She is now the enemy of Da Family, an out-and-out murderer!”

Everyone said one after another.

Levi sneered and said, “Rely on what? Rely on fists!”

“Hahaha……”

Everyone laughed.

They all thought that Levi hadn’t realized how far the world had developed…



After he got in touch, he knew what cruelty was.

What a sense of powerlessness!

Everyone wants to kill Sarah, he can’t stop it at all.

Can only watch!

“Levi, you don’t even know how weak you are in this world…”

“Hahaha……”

Chapter 2216

Originally, Mike and others wanted to drive Sarah out of Velador directly.

But now that Ye Jun is here, their thoughts have changed again.

They wanted Levi to watch Sarah being killed.

To let Levi know how far the world has developed and how strong are the strong?
How small is he?

Sarah looked at Levi in surprise: “You… are you still alive?”

“Yes, I’m still alive! Everything is dark and the God is using you! Using your
desire to avenge me, temper you into a killing machine!”

Levi explained.

Sarah, who has always believed in the God of Darkness, looked puzzled at this
time.

Suspected unexpectedly.

Levi in front of him is not an impersonator, he is still alive!



This is the problem of the Dark God…

“Maybe the master didn’t know that you were still alive! But he took revenge for
you! Together I got rid of one enemy after another! Finally, I killed the Lab of the
Gods! Now the Lab of the Gods is indeed from the world. Disappeared! It was me
and Master who worked together to kill! I saw the destruction of the Gods
Laboratory with my own eyes!”

When Sarah said this, Levi was taken aback.

“What? The Lab of the Gods disappeared? How could it be possible?”

Levi couldn’t believe that the Lab of the Gods would disappear.

Judging from his general understanding of the development of this era, it is
indeed earth-shaking.

It stands to reason that the Lab of the Gods is the leader of this era.

They have the background and so on, absolutely let them become the biggest
beneficiaries of this era.

How could it disappear?

Is the darkness destroyed by God?

Less likely!

Junjun on the side explained: “Dad, the Gods Laboratory has indeed
disappeared! It has slowly disappeared in the past three years! There are still
activities in the first year. Lucifer, who died with you, is actually not dead. He was
in the first place. Activities were frequent during the year, but disappeared
completely in the next two years.”

“You are like the Lab of the Gods, completely forgotten!”



This is true for the disappearance of the Lab of the Gods.

But Levi affirmed that they were observing the entire world in secret, and the
Gods Laboratory was definitely brewing a big plan.

When they appear, any organizational power will be scum.

No one is their opponent!

What Maya industry, the imperial organization also replaced the laboratories of
the gods, more powerful than the laboratories of the gods.

It’s all bullshit!

When the laboratory of the gods appeared, the world knew what was powerful.

Just like the disappeared Levi.

Once it appears, it is the battle ceiling.

Levi can foresee that the Lab of the Gods will be like him, the return of the king…

“Yes, that’s right! Master and I destroyed the Lab of the Gods! Regarding your
alive in King’s Landing, perhaps the Master has no way of knowing about it! But
the Master has done a lot to get me revenge!”

“As for the master to use me, it’s impossible!”

This is the power of the Dark God.

Mold yourself into the faith of Sarah!

Sarah would not doubt every word he said.

Others say that the dark god is not good, she will not believe it, but will be
angry…



This is the situation now.

And what happened logically makes sense…

There is no substantive evidence that the Dark God is using it.

So Sarah didn’t believe what Levi said.

Levi immediately denied: “Impossible! How could it be possible to destroy the
Lab of the Gods with you and the Dark God! It is absolutely impossible! You have
been cheated! He has been using you all the time! This is absolutely the case!”

Destroy the Lab of the Gods?

Are you kidding me?

Let me put it this way.

Levi felt that he couldn’t be destroyed with his current strength.

How can Sarah add darkness to God?

The Dark God is at best as he is now.

Not even as good!

“But I personally participated in the demise of the Lab of the Gods, and saw the
fall of the Lab of the Gods with my own eyes! How do you say this? Do you have
evidence?”

Sarah began to refute.
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evidence?

Now even if Levi said flowers.

Even the laboratory of the gods appeared in front of her!

She would never believe it!

She would only say it was fake!

As soon as Levi appeared, she carefully observed it for a long time before she
was sure that it was true!

Because she can’t overthrow the dark god in her consciousness…

Therefore, under this concept, she will think about various possibilities…

The first consciousness is to protect the dark god.

Levi looked at Sarah seriously: “You have been brainwashed now! You are
controlled by him now, so quickly wake up!”

“Impossible! I am so sober! Except for you, Master is the best person to me!”

Sarah speaks bluntly.

Levi shook his head helplessly: “Then do you know why I was trapped? I was
trapped by the Dark God just because I went to find you! This trap was three
years!”



“boom!!!”

At this moment, Sarah suddenly trembled.

I thought that Levi’s remarks made her sound like something.

Once in the lair of the Bible organization, there were people struggling in the dark
cage, making the ground shaken.

She also asked what happened to the dark god?

The enemy of the Dark God is locked up…

Is it her husband Levi?

Do not!

impossible!

One thing is that Levi is not qualified to be the enemy of the Dark God.

Sarah knows best how powerful the dark god is.

No matter how the three years have changed, he is always at the top.

Levi’s strength is only worthy of being a disciple of the Dark God…

Secondly.

Sarah knows that no one but the Dark God can open the abandoned dark prison!

And she also heard the evil god said that the dark prison is not something that
the dark god can open if he wants to open it.

He had to use an earth sword comparable to the Heavenly Sword to open the
dark cage.



That is to say, without the sword and the sword, the dark god can’t open it.

If Levi was really trapped in a dark cage, how could he come out?

impossible things!

After thinking a little bit, Sarah “pushed” Levi’s lie.

“Well, I am very happy to see you alive in King’s Landing! But please don’t
slander Master! If it weren’t for him, I would have died early!”

Sarah said directly.

“Hey! Why don’t you believe me!”

Levi didn’t know what to say.

In this situation, even if the dark god is brought to Sarah and said he is using it.

Sarah wouldn’t believe it.

The only way is to kill the dark god!

See how he brainwashed?

“Damn him? I want to kill him! Wait! I’ll kill him soon!”

After being trapped for three years, after Levi came out, the person who wanted
to kill most was the Dark God.

“No! You can’t kill Master! Of course you don’t have this strength either!”

Sarah quarreled with Levi directly.

Aubrey was anxious beside him, and didn’t know how to speak.



“Anyway, mom and dad, don’t worry, there isAubrey, it’s really not possible, how
many masters are behindAubrey!”

Junjun means very simple.

She came to protect Mom and Dad.

“Your family can stay in Case York, but not at Li’s house! Go back to your own
home!”

Finally, Levi took the family back to where he lived.

Sarah still blames himself for not helping Master snatch the Heavenly Sword.

“Mom, it would be nice if we were alive! What more Heavenly Sword? Who can
beat that senior?”

Aubrey said.

“That’s true!”

Sarah was convinced.

Not even the Dark God!

This one can only be killed by a spike!

Almost everyone has seen the highest value of force!

“Unfortunately, I didn’t help Master complete the task! But I want to go back and
give Master an explanation anyway!”

Sarah said.

Just as Levi was about to speak, a voice sounded: “We’re here to take you back!”
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Eighteen dark angels appeared together.

Underworld god led the team.

Hearing that Sarah also wanted to go back.

Underworld gods breathed a sigh of relief.

So much the better.

Lest there be a big battle.

“Who? You can’t take my mother away!”

Aubrey immediately rushed to the front, staring at the eighteen people in front of
him.

The hearts of the ancestors in the dark also hung up.

If Aubrey is in danger, they will take action at any time.

“You can’t stop the child! Besides, your mother has to go back!”

Underworld God smiled.

“The God of Darkness has been using you all the time! Seeing the defeat of the
Sky Sword, I will abandon you alone! If I’m not mistaken, these people were
there before?”

Levi smiled.

Sarah couldn’t refute it.

It was before, but after the accident, he ran faster than anyone else.



But she immediately explained: “That’s because Master was afraid of the trouble
and told them to flee first! Don’t let me take care of them and take them away!”

“Hehe, they appear this time to take you back and control you! They are afraid
that you will leak the secrets of the Bible Organization! If you don’t go back, they
are here to kill you!”

Levi said.

Sarah’s face was full of disbelief: “Impossible! How could the master kill me?”

“Who is speaking???”

The Underworld God shouted.

Because of the angle, everyone did not see Levi.

“I!”

Following the sound, Levi appeared in front of the Eighteen Dark Angels.

This almost frightened the eyes of the eighteen dark angels.

This this this…

Levi?

Levi, the big living person?

“And I!!!”

The Huoyun Evil God walked out from the other side.

“boom!!!”

Shocked!



It was shocking!

Eighteen dark angels are going crazy?

This is real?

Why are Levi and Huoyun Cthulhu here?

They were much more shocked than the people who saw Levi before.

After all, they know where Levi was before…

Dark cage!

That’s a dark cage!

A trap that the dark god can’t open!

It must be done with the help of a ground knife!

The dark cage is impossible to open!

The Dark God personally said that Levi would stay inside for the rest of his life,
unable to come out.

The sturdiness of the dark cage and the special device make it impossible to
break.

However, now they saw Levi and the other two.

They came out of the dark cage…

crazy!

All crazy!



The scalps of the eighteen dark angels were numb, and their hairs stood up.

It’s like hell!

See Levi here.

It was the most shocking thing in their lives!

The level of shock even surpassed the fact that the Heavenly Sword was
knocked off by two fingers…

No one knows better than them where Levi and Huoyun Cthulhu are
imprisoned…

“you you you you……”

Underworld God trembled to the point that he couldn’t say a word.

“Are you really Levi?”

Others asked.

“Who else could I be? I’m sorry, I came out! I didn’t expect it, right?”

Levi smiled.

The evil god of fire cloud also agreed: “Haha, we can’t be trapped by ghosts!”

“impossible!”

“It’s impossible! No one can break that place!”

Underworld gods do not want to believe everything in front of them.

“Want to take my wife away? Impossible!”



Levi sneered.

But the Underworld Gods were frightened.

“withdraw!”

After encountering Levi, how could they care about Sarah again?

Eighteen people were directly scared away.

Senseless.

Sarah andAubrey were dumbfounded.

Didn’t you come to take people away?

How come it disappeared in a blink of an eye.

Even the ancestors in the dark are very curious.

Is Levi so scary?

On the other side, the eighteen dark angels returned to the latest lair of the Bible
Organization as quickly as possible.

Tell everything to the dark god.

“What??? Did you see Levi???”

The dark god is going crazy.


